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Title: Sometimes Wanna Die
Artist: Joydrop
Album: Viberate

Okay, this is the first song I ve ever submitted but I know it s
right because my tuner said so.  This is just the very basic
structure, but it should be a nice starting point.  I ve included
the lyrics too so you can sing along. :)

Chords to use:
G#  466544
C#  x46664
F   133211
Bb  x13331

INTRO: I don t have a very good ear and so I haven t figured out
the guitar part for the intro yet.  I m pretty sure it starts with
G# and it seems like it should follow the same progression as the
rest of the song, but that didn t sound right. Anyway, i m sure
someone else will come along with it when they know it, or i will
later.  please feel free submit your own version if you know it.

The bass part:  a --------4-----------1--|
                e --4-----------1--------|

This bass is repeated twice before the singing starts and it
continues in the backround throughout the whole song.

For the verses, listen to the song for the timing, but basically
just play the bass notes with the quiet parts and then at the
loud parts just play the whole chord (or power chord).

this is the whole song: G#  C#  F  Bb

VERSE 1:
Don t worry about one thing
Don t worry about nothing
She said
I m not gonna let this one go
Nobody s on my side
Nobody seems to see how much,
how deep, how far these things can be
My eyes are dry and I... (2X)

CHORUS:
I, I still don t even know you



I, I still wish that I could hold you
I, I... I sometimes wanna die

VERSE 2:
And everywhere I go
And everyone I see
Somehow
Almost sets me free
And the space where we meet
Is different from the rest
And I just can t seem to forget that
My eyes are dry and I...

REPEAT CHORUS:
I, I still don t even know you
I, I still wish that I could hold you
I, I... I sometimes wanna die
I sometimes wanna die
I sometimes wanna...

VERSE 3:
And you were at the start
And know you are the end
And you left me with nothing to defend
I need the voice of a good friend
Can t stop myself from laughing
No matter how sad these things can be
These things can be...
My eyes are bright and

REPEAT CHORUS:
I, I still don t even know you
I, I still wish that I could hold you
I, I still don t even know you
I, I... I sometimes wanna die
I sometimes wanna die (repeat until end)
Yeah, I sometimes wanna...

i hope that helps you!
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